THE TRAVELLER

The pattern includes the crochet doll with the outfit.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE DOLL

FOR THE DOLL
What do you need:

fine yarn (at a recommended hook size of 2.5-3.5 mm)
for the body

use a hook of size 2.5 mm for the body

a preferred yarn for the hair (I used a bouclé yarn)

some wadding

safety eyes of 6 mm

thin scissors that are also used to assist in stuffing the
narrow areas of the doll

no wire was used in this doll
Skill level: beginner
Finished Size of the doll: appr. 23 cm
Abbreviations:
rd = round / sc = single crochet / inc = increase / dec = decrease /
st, sts = stitch, stitches / sl st = slip stitch / ch = chain / x = times

You crochet down-to-up, starting with the legs, and work in
continuous rounds of single crochets, leaving an outline for the
arms that are crocheted with a new yarn.

How to read the instructions:
‘dec’ implies that you crochet the next two sc together. E.g. dec
every 3rd st = crochet the 3rd + 4th sc together (can be also
written as ‘2 sc, dec’) .
‘inc’ implies that you work 2 sc in the next sc. E.g. inc every 4th st
= work 3 sc, then sc twice in the next [4th] sc to get 5 sts in total
(can be also written as ‘3 sc, inc’)
To facilitate the reading, I abbreviate working several
consecutive stitches as the number to be crocheted:
e.g. “5 sc, inc (7)” means that you work a sc in each of the next 5
sts and 2 sc in the 6th stitch, getting a round of 7 sts.
“4 sc, dec (5)” means, likewise, working a sc in each of the next
4 sts and, then, crocheting the 5th & 6th st in a sc together,
reducing the round from 6 to 5 sts.
For the inc and dec sts, I shorten several consecutive increases/
decreases in terms of y-times (stated as x, i.e. yx inc or yx dec)
“2x inc” means that you increase the next 2 sts, thus, working 2
sc in each of the next 2 sc (4 sc in total); rd, thus, increases by 2
sts.
“3x dec” means that you sc each of the next 3 2-sts together,
thus, sc the 1st & 2nd sc together, the 3rd & 4th, and the 5th & 6th.
The next rd is, thus, 3 sts lower.
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RIGHT LEG (from the doll’s perspective)
1. Rd: 6 sc in magic ring (6)
2. Rd: inc every st (12)
3.-39. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (12). Stuff the legs lightly at
regular intervals. Sl st last stitch of the 39th Rd.
LEFT LEG
Repeat as above for the right leg. At the end of the 39th Rd ch 4
(do not sl st last [12th] st), then sc through the last st of the 39th
Rd of the right leg (in the sl st).
RIGHT LEG

LEFT LEG
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In the following round instructions, the position that forms the
buttocks is underlined for better readability:
REST OF THE BODY
40. Rd: 11 sc, 4 sc along the ch sts of the leg-connection, 12 sc, 4
sc along the ch sts on the other side (31)
41. Rd: 6 sc, 4x inc, dec, 3 sc, dec, 4x inc, 10 sc (37)
42. Rd: 8 sc, 4x inc, 1 sc, dec, 2 sc, dec, 1 sc, 4x inc, 13 sc (43)
43. Rd: 7 sc, 2x inc, 8 sc, dec, 1 sc, dec, 8 sc, 2x inc, 11 sc (45)
44. Rd: 18 sc, dec, 2 sc, dec, 21 sc (43)
45. Rd: 17 sc, dec, 2 sc, dec, 20 sc (41)
46. Rd: 17 sc, 2x dec, 20 sc (39)
47. Rd: 10 sc, inc, 1 sc, inc, 2 sc, dec, 2 sc, dec, 2 sc, inc, 1 sc, inc,
13 sc (41)
48. Rd: 9 sc, (dec, 2 sc) x 5, 12 sc (36)
49. Rd: 12 sc, dec, 4 sc, dec, 16 sc (34)
50. Rd: 6 sc, dec, 16 sc, dec, 8 sc (32)
51. Rd: 10 sc, dec, 1 sc, 2x dec, 1 sc, dec, 12 sc (28)
52. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (28)
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53. Rd: 7 sc, inc, 13 sc, inc, 6 sc (30)
54.+55. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (30)
56. Rd (arm-outlines): 7 sc, ch 5 and sc in 2nd next st, 14 sc, ch 5
again and sc in 2nd next st:

For the arms crochet as follows:
1.-24. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (incl. transition sts) (8). Stuff the
arms lightly at regular intervals.
Dec and close the arms. Weave in the yarn end.
Repeat for the other arm.
REST OF THE BODY (continue…)
Stuff your current progress
60. Rd: dec every 2nd st (crochet 8x the 2.+3.sc together) (16)
61. Rd: dec each st (8)

BELLY BUTTON
When working the belly button, we aim to additionally shape
the buttocks. Take a new yarn of body colour and stitch from inbetween the butt cheeks through to the 12th/13th Rd above the
legs (i.e. 51st/52nd Rd). Stitch through the belly button back to
the starting position and repeat a second time to emphasize the
shape.

NECK
Further stuff the upper body to a good shape.
62.+63. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (8)
57. Rd: 7 sc, 5 sc along the ch sts (right arm), 15 sc, 5 sc along
the ch sts (left arm), 6 sc (38):

58. Rd: 6 sc, dec, (1 sc, dec)x2, 12 sc, dec, (1 sc, dec)x2, 4 sc (32)
59. Rd: dec every 3rd st (crochet 8x the 3.+4.sc together) (24)
ARMS
Take a new yarn, make a knot at one end and work the arms
before continuing with the rest of the body:

HEAD
64. Rd: inc every st (16)
65. Rd: inc every 2nd st (24)
66. Rd: inc every 3rd st (32)
67. Rd: inc every 4th st (40)
68.-73. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (40)
74. Rd: 5 sc, 4x dec [to shape the NOSE] 17 sc (36)
75. Rd: 5 sc, 2x dec [NOSE], 17 sc (34)
76.-78. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (34)
79. Rd: dec every 5th st, 4 sc rest (29)
80. Rd: dec every 3rd st, 1 sc rest (22)

EARS 2x
With a new yarn, work 5 sc in a magic ring. Leave enough

Insert the safety eyes (6 mm) between the
sts apart:

76th

and

77th

Rd, 5

beginning and end yarn to sew the ears properly to the head.
Sew each ear between the 73rd/74th round (lower ear) and
76th/77th round, 4 sts aside the eyes (upper ear).

81. Rd: dec every 2nd st, 1 sc rest (15)
Stuff the head and close it with dec sts. Weave in the yarn end.
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HAIR
For the hair, I used a bouclé yarn at a recommended needle size

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

of 6.0-7.0 mm. The thicker the hair yarn of your choice, the
more stitches you can cover within one strand of hair while still
making it appear dense.
At a recommended hook size of 2.0-3.0 you stitch between two
opposite sts of 1 row (see 1.pic to your right; with a thicker yarn,
you can stitch between 2 rows instead). If you use a thinner yarn
(below 2 mm hook size), I recommend to take 2 yarn strands at
once (instead of just one like used here) and work through all
stitches in the upper head area.
Technique (excerpt from Ami, the Student blog post):
Insert the hook into two vertical stitches (i.e. two neighbouring
sts alongside a round), yarn over a strand of yarn hair [thereby
the strand is of equal length on both sides (see 1.pic)], pull the
yarn through the sts (see 2.pic), yarn over again (see 3.pic) and
pull both yarn ends together through the loop (see 4.+5.pic).
Pull the yarn to make the knot (hairline) firm (see 5.pic).
Continue until you have got the density you want. Finally, cut
the hair to a desired length.
I additionally stitched with a new yarn across the nose-shape to
emphasize its look: between the 74th and 75th Rd (2-3 rows
below the eyes) across 4 sts:
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FOR THE OUTFIT
What do you need:

fine yarn as used for the body (at a recommended
hook size of 2.5-3.5 mm) in dark-brown (for the
trousers), white (for the t-shirt), light brown (for the
knapsack and shoes) and beige (for the hoodie)

use a hook of size 2.5 mm

Skill level: easy
The outfit consists of …
 a t-shirt
 a hoodie
 trousers
 shoes
 a knapsack

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE OUTFIT
TROUSERS
Start by ch 32 sts and work in rows until the 11th Rd. Leave
enough yarn end to later sew the rows on the doll together (the
open ends will be placed at the front of the doll, on the zipperposition). At the end of each row, ch 1 and turn your work.
1. Rd: 1 sc in each ch st (31)
2. Rd: 10 sc, inc, 9 sc, inc, 10 sc (33)
3. Rd: 10 sc, inc, 11 sc, inc, 10 sc (35)
4. Rd: inc, 9 sc, inc, 13 sc, inc, 9 sc, inc (39)
5.-10. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (39)
Sc the end of the rows together to connect them to a round
(‘row-connection st’). Then, ch 2 and sc in the 20th st to create 2
outlines for the trouser legs (‘leg-connection st’).

x
x
x
x

x x x x x x x x X x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x X x x x x x x x x

x
x
x
x

x … sc
X … connection st (connection sc)
… ch st
blue colour = right leg
green colour = left leg
black colour = worked for both legs

When the trousers are done, put them on the doll and sew the
open sides [zipper-position] together.

Abbreviations:
rd = round / sc = single crochet / dc = double crochet / inc =
increase / dec = decrease / st, sts = stitch, stitches / sl st = slip
stitch / ch = chain
How to read the instructions:
See description for the doll

© 2017 Trishagurumi

11. Rd: work 1 sc in each of the next 19 sts, then 2 sc along the 2
ch sts. Altogether you’ve got 23 sts by the end of the round,
including the row-connection and leg-connection sts
12.- 24. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (23)
For the other (right) leg, take a new yarn, make a knot at the
beginning of the yarn and stitch into the row-connection st from
above. Continue working in continuous rounds as above (+19
sc), sc in the next 2 ch sts (+2 sc) and sc also on the legconnection st (+1 sc) to get 23 sts in total for each round. Work
13 rounds of 1 sc.
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SHIRT
Take a white yarn and ch 15.
You work in rows and later sew them on the back of the doll
together. Thus, leave enough yarn end for sewing. At each rd
end, ch 1 and turn your work.
1. Rd: inc every st (28)
2. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (28)
3. Rd: inc every 2nd st (42)
4.+5. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (42)
6. Rd: 6 sc, then ch 3 and sc in the 7th next sc (left arm-outline),
14 sc, ch 3 again and sc in the 7th next sc (right arm-outline),
work the last 6 sc to end the rd

2. Rd: inc every 3rd st, 2 sc rest (14)
3.-6. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (14)
Sl st last st and repeat for the other sleeve.
When the shirt is done, put it onto the doll so that the shirt is
open on the back (if the sleeves are too tight for the doll’s arms,
pull the arms with the help of your hook through the sleeves).

SHOES
The shoes are worked in 2 pieces: the ground and the sides
SHOES-GROUND
Take a light-brown yarn and ch 7 (you work in continuous
rounds).
1. Rd: 5 sc, inc. Continue on the other side of the ch sts: inc, 3 sc,
inc (14)
2. Rd: inc, 5 sc, triplicate (work 3 sc in the next sc), 6 sc, triplicate
(19)
3. Rd: inc, 7 sc, 2x inc, 8 sc, triplicate (24)
Sl st last st and weave in both yarn ends.
SHOES-SIDES
Take a new yarn and ch 14 (you work in rows; at the end of each
row, ch 1 and turn your work).
1.+2. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (13)
3. Rd: 5 sc, 3x inc, 5 sc (16)
4. Rd: 7 sc, 2x triplicate, 7 sc (20)
5. Rd: 8 sc, 4x inc, 8 sc (24)

7. Rd: 1 sc in each st across; that is, work 7 sc, then 3 sc along
the ch sts, another 15 sc, again 3 sc along the ch sts, and 6 sc to
end the rd (34)
8. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (34)
9. Rd: 8 sc, dec [sc 9th+10th sc together), 14 sc, dec, 8 sc (32)
10.-17. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (32)
Weave in the yarn end and continue with a new yarn the
sleeves.

Use the yarn end from the last round to sew the sides to the
ground, and the yarn end from the beginning to sew the sides
on the feet together: when sewing the ground to the sides,
begin to stitch through the sc after the last st of the ground (sl
st). Then, put the work on the feet and sew the sides together
while the shoes are on the feet.

SHIRT-SLEEVES
You work the sleeves similarly to how the ARMS of the dolls
were done.
1. Rd: Make a knot at the yarn end, stitch anywhere into the
arm-outline and sc each st around including the connection sts
to get a total of 11 sts (11)
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HOODIE
Take a beige yarn of the same type like the other clothing and
ch 21. Work in rows; at each end, ch 1 and turn your work.
1.+2. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (20)
3. Rd: inc every st (40)
4. Rd: inc every 4th st (50)
5.-9. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (50)
10. Rd: 6 sc, ch 3 and sc in the 12th st (right arm-outline), work
another 15 sc, then ch 3 and sc in the 12th next st (left armoutline). Work a sc in the remaining 5 sc

11. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (34); that is, work 6 sc, then 3 sc
along the ch sts, another 16 sc, 3 sc along the ch sts and the
remaining 6 sc

12.-20. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (34)
Take a new yarn, tie a knot at the yarn end and work, like for the
SHIRT, the SLEEVES in continuous rounds of 1 sc in each st
around (16 sc, incl. transition sts from/to the ch st of the 10th
Rd). Work 17 rounds in total. Repeat for the other sleeve.

Take a new yarn and stitch into the right side of your current
work to continue with the HOOD:
1. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (20), ch 1 and turn

2. Rd: 4x inc, 12 sc, 4x inc (28), ch 1 and turn
3. Rd: (1 sc, inc) x3, 16 sc, (1 sc, inc) x3 (34), ch 1 and turn
Now, ch 40 and stitch through the 1st st of the 3. Rd to create a
loop. Work now in continuous rounds.
4. Rd: 1 sc in each st across; that is, work 34 sc and 40 sc along
the ch sts (74)

5.-8. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (74)
9. Rd: (5 sc, sc 6th+7th together) x5, 39 sc (69)
10. Rd: dec every 12th st, 4 sc rest (64)
11. Rd: dec every 7th st (56)
12. Rd: dec every 6th st (48)
13. Rd: dec every 5th st (40)
14. Rd: dec every 4th st (32)
15. Rd: dec every 3rd st (24)
16. Rd: dec every 2nd st (16)
17. Rd: dec every st and close the hood.
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KNAPSACK-FRONT POCKET
With a new light-brown yarn, ch 11. Leave enough yarn end to
later sew the pocket on the knapsack. You work again in rows
and at each row end you ch 1 and turn your work.
1.-6. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (10)

KNAPSACK
I used the light-brown yarn as for the shoes and the dark-brown
yarn of the trousers to work the knapsack components which
include the ground, the sides, the top-cover, the back-straps,
the thin front-straps, and the front pocket with its cover.
KNAPSACK-GROUND
Take the light-brown yarn and ch 11. You work in continuous
rounds as follows:
1. Rd: 9 sc, inc. Continue on the other side of the ch sts: inc, 8 sc,
triplicate (work 3 sc in next sc) (24)
2. Rd: 11 sc, inc, 11 sc, inc (26)
3. Rd: inc, 11 sc, 2x inc, 11 sc, inc (30)
Sl st last st and weave in both yarn ends.
KNAPSACK-SIDES
With a new light-brown yarn, ch 30 and close the ch to a loop.
Continue working in continuous rounds:
1. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (30)
2. Rd: ch 1 and work 1 dc in each sc around (30)
3. Rd: st into the 1st dc from the previous round (leaving out the
1 ch st from 2.Rd) and continue with 1 sc in each dc around (30)
Continue working in alternating rounds of sc and dc sts for
another 6 rounds of each (6x sc rounds and 6x dc rounds), until
you reach the 15th Rd (sc Rd). Sl st the last st, evert your work to
put the “furrier back side” to the front and use the yarn end to
sew the ground and the sides together. Evert your work back
and continue with the top cover.

KNAPSACK-TOP COVER
With a new light-brown yarn, start one st after the beginning st
from the SIDES. You work in rows and at the end of each row, ch
1 and turn your work.
1.- 8. Rd: work 1 sc in the next 10 sc (10)
9. Rd: dec, 6 sc, dec (8)
10. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (8)
11. Rd: dec, 4 sc, dec (6)
12. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (6)
13. Rd: dec, 2 sc, dec (4)

KNAPSACK-FRONT COVER
With a new light-brown yarn, ch 11. Leave enough yarn end to
later sew the cover on the knapsack. You work again in rows and
at each row end, you ch 1 and turn your work.
1. Rd: 1 sc in each st across (10)
2. Rd: inc, 8 sc, inc (12)
3. Rd: dec, 8 sc, dec (10)
4. Rd: dec, 6 sc , dec (8)
Use the yarn ends to sew the front pocket and its cover on the
knapsack.

With additional yarn,
lightly cord up the top
of the knapsack to
give it a better
appearance:
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KNAPSACK-FRONT STRAPS
We work 4 front straps in dark-brown colour: 2x long ch sts of
15 sts and 2x short ch sts of 7 sts.

KNAPSACK-BACK STRAPS
Ch 36 and work 1 sc in each ch st across (35). Sl st last st. Leave
enough yarn ends on both sides of the rows to later sew the
straps on the knapsack.

Leave enough yarn ends on both sides of the ch sts to later sew
the straps on the knapsack. Sew the short straps prior to the
long straps on the knapsack’s covers.
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